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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Version 20.0 of Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index). Fast
Index can build and add indexes rapidly to large tables without burdening Db2 subsystems.

NOTE
For information about the available database administration, performance, utilities, and recovery tools that are
included in this solution group, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 solution brief.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New Features (what's new)
• Release Compatibility and Support (release and support lifecycle dates, and maintenance grid)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

New Features
The new features in this Fast Index release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs
for simple installation.

Fast Index Version 20.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that
your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP

• Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

• For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, see New Features. To
request product enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools community and post
your request in the Ideas section at the top of the page.

Removal of Db2 Function and Catalog Level Checks (LU09445)

Fast Index has removed the need to apply a PTF to unblock new Db2 function and catalog levels. This feature makes it
easier to upgrade to new Db2 function and catalog levels beginning with V13R1M503.

For more information, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501. You can now
take advantage of the latest Db2 features.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13?.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
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You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Administration Suite for Db2
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Database Performance Suite for Db2 for z/OS
• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
• Database Utility Suite for Db2
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Executing Manager Networking (Xnet)
• Execution Manager (Xmanager)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• IBM® Db2® for z/OS® (Db2)
• IBM® DFSORT (DFSORT)
• IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• Syncsort MFX (Syncsort)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
Acquire Fast Index from the Broadcom Support portal.

The product pax file contains all the Database Management Solutions for Db2. Download this file only once.

For detailed installation and post-install configuration instructions, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
Installing documentation.

After you install Fast Index, review the operational and session-specific customization requirements in Getting Started.
Before using the product, complete the Day 1 Task Checklist.
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Getting Started
Provides an overview of features and basic use of the product.

Product Overview

Indexes increase data availability and enhance Db2 performance by providing more efficient access to data.

Fast Index can build indexes rapidly and can add them to large Db2 tables without burdening Db2 subsystem resources.
This utility supports standard CREATE INDEX syntax. Db2 catalog statistics (PDASTATS) can also be collected as part of
the index build process.

Integration with Other Products

Fast Index can be used with the following tools and utilities:

Database Analyzer
Db2 catalog statistics and Database Analyzer statistics can be collected as part of the index build process. See
the UPDATE-CATSTATS and COLLECT-PDASTATS keyword descriptions.

Detector and Subsystem Analyzer
These products can help you track access requests to determine whether objects need restructuring or more
indexes for improved performance.

Db2 Command Processor
You can execute Db2 commands from within your product session.

Verify Required Authorizations
The following authorizations are required to run Fast Index:

• The product plans must be bound by a user with EXECUTE authority on the plans.
• You must have CONTROL authority on the Db2 catalog.
• You must also have one of the following Db2 authorizations:

– SYSADM or SYSCTRL
– DBADM or DBCTRL for the database containing the table to be indexed
– STATS, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, and STOPDB for the database containing the table to be indexed

NOTE
The primary authorization ID must have index authority for the table being indexed.

– STOGROUP and BUFFERPOOL for which the indexes are created

Review Operational Considerations
Keep the following operational considerations in mind when using Fast Index:

• Fast Index can process tablespaces that meet the following criteria:
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– Initially have a status of RW, RO, UT, or STOP. The tablespace must be in RW or RO status for the index creation to
be successful. UT and STOP do not permit the index to be created.

– Not in a recover pending status.
• If you create a unique index and duplicate keys exist, the job fails on the duplicate key.
• Edit procedures (EDITPROCs) are used to decompress the data to make the index keys. If you are processing a table

that uses an edit procedure, specify the library containing the edit procedure in the STEPLIB DD statement. This library
must be concatenated in the Db2 startup task.

• Fast Index and Fast Unload can process different partitions of the same object concurrently when Fast Unload uses
SHRLEVEL IGNORE.

• If the IBM DEFER parameter is included in the job, it is ignored. The index is always created and built in one step.

Address Db2 Environment Changes
After your initial installation of Fast Index, you may need to update the configuration to address the following Db2
environment changes:

• Add a new Db2 subsystem
• Add a new member to a data sharing group
• Add a new LPAR with or without shared DASD

To address these environment changes, see Installing in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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Using
Provides information and procedures for end users.

This section explains how to use Fast Index and provides:

NOTE
Review Using in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation for information on the common
ISPF interface used to access Fast Index and the other shared functions of the Broadcom Db2 products.

• Best practices to follow when using this product
• Instructions for building and restarting your JCL jobs
• Guidelines for sort processing
• Instructions for performing common tasks

Best Practices
Review the following Fast Index best practices for maximizing product performance, data availability, and data warehouse
performance.

Maximize Performance

To maximize Fast Index performance, review your jobs and make the following changes.

Implementing these changes helps reduce I/O and also reduces the need for large amounts of secondary storage.

• Enable sort to dynamically allocate sort workspace.
• Implement concurrent processing:

– Set MAXTASKS to the number of partitions in the tablespace or to a number that is evenly divisible into the number
of partitions. If the tablespace has many partitions, you can set MAXTASKS to a lower number, such as 4 or 5.
Experiment to see which value provides the best performance for you.

– Set MAXSORTS to the number of indexes being created.
• When possible, create multiple indexes in a single job by specifying multiple CREATE INDEX statements in the same

job step.
• Use UPDATE-CATSTATS to update the index statistics in the Db2 catalog regularly (for example, weekly or nightly).
• Set ESTIMATED-ROWS to the number of rows in the table.
• Specify ALLMSGS only when debugging object status settings and data set allocations. ALLMSGS produces a

substantial amount of output, which increases overall elapsed time.
• Use SPACE-DEFN YES after creating Db2 objects. When Db2 creates VSAM data sets, it uses the RECOVERY

parameter. However, Fast Index uses the SPEED parameter instead, which enables faster I/O to these data sets.
After the parameter has been changed to SPEED, use SPACE-DEFN NO so that the utility does not have to delete
and define VSAM files.

• Make the number of buffers as large as possible, to reduce EXCPs. Set VSAM-BUFFERS as follows:
– At least 30 for tablespaces defined on 3380 devices
– 36 for tablespaces defined on 3390 devices

You can alternately set VSAM-BUFFERS to 180 for 3390 devices or 150 for 3380 devices so that the utilities can perform
cylinder reads. However, these settings can cause excessive paging on your system.

NOTE
If elapsed time is important and there is not enough above-the-line memory to increase both SORTSIZE and the
number of buffers, increase SORTSIZE.
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Maximize Data Availability When Creating Indexes

You must create indexes in a way that maximizes data availability. To maximize data availability, follow these guidelines:

• Drop indexes before creating them. That way, if the index exists, it does not cause an error in the job.
• Limit indexing on frequently updated columns.
• If you are indexing a table, create a clustering index.
• Create only the indexes that you need. Unnecessary indexes can slow update processing and utilities.

Maximize Data Warehouse Performance

To maximize data warehouse performance, use Detector and Subsystem Analyzer to track access requests and
determine whether objects require restructuring or more indexes.

Use Fast Index to create the indexes with minimal interruption to warehouse users.

NOTE
For more information, see the Detector and Subsystem Analyzer documentation.

Building Jobs
Using Fast Index consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks.

This section provides information on the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• The required order for CREATE and DROP statements
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• Recommended post job tasks to include in your JCL

Build a JCL Job

This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for Fast Index.

Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC, and DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task by
using the Database Management Solutions for Db2 batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that contain
the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. For example, you can build new indexes on tables to enhance
performance by providing more efficient data access.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set has no profile options that can interfere with processing, such as PACK ON.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.
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1. Specify a JOB statement.
2. Specify an EXEC statement.
3. Specify the DD statements.
4. Specify the utility syntax.

Specify a JOB Statement
A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information.

When specifying these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:

jobname
Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
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account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.

jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
Specify REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your systems programmer that
user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters.

For Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities, this statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,

// PARM=('SUFFIX=xx,EP=UTLGLCTL/Db2_subsystemid,CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parm)',

//'planname,utilid')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

stepname
Identifies the job step within the JCL. Specify something meaningful, like FASTIX or INDEX1.

SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member when multiple members exist. This parameter
overrides the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit SUFFIX
from your EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.

EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL.

Db2_subsystemid
Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead.

CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement.
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PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually
running the utility.

RESTART
(Optional) Specifies whether to restart the job. You can use this parameter when automatic restart processing has
been enabled.

WARNING
If you restart a job, do not modify the utility syntax.

If your job does not include a RESTART command, the job starts as a new job. If your job includes a restart
record, an error message notifies you that the object is in restart mode and that RESTART syntax is required in
the job.
The following RESTART parameters are valid:

blank (no
parameter specified)

Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In
particular, the utility checks that the partitions selected for the current execution are the same as the
previous execution. If the existing restart record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the
job. The job resumes at the beginning of the next incomplete phase.

(nnnn) Specifies which utility statement in the SYSIN (where nnnn represents utility statement numbers)
begins execution when a step contains multiple utility statements. The previous nnnn-1 utility
statements are skipped. To determine the correct statement number, refer to message PUT0018I in
the output of the previous execution of the job.
You can also specify nnnn with the following values:

(nnnn,BYPASS) Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(BYPASS) on
the correct utility statement number.

(nnnn,CURRENT) Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(CURRENT)
on the correct utility statement number.

(nnnn,PHASE) Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(PHASE) on
the correct utility statement number.

(nnnn,TERM) Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(TERM) on the
correct utility statement number.

(BYPASS) Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In
particular, the utility checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior
execution. If the existing restart record passes validation, the restart record is deleted and the status
of each object resets to its initial state. The utility then continues the job.
If any partition independence tasks fail, RESTART(BYPASS) leaves the partitions in utility only (UT)
status. You may have to start the partitions manually. You are responsible for doing any necessary
recovery work on the objects.

(CURRENT) Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In
particular, the utility checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior
execution. If the existing restart record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the job. The job
resumes at the beginning of the next incomplete phase.

NOTE
CURRENT processing is identical to PHASE processing. The CURRENT parameter is
provided only for compatibility with IBM syntax.

(PHASE) Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In
particular, the utility checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior
execution. If the existing restart record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the job. The job
resumes at the beginning of the next incomplete phase.

(TERM) Deletes the existing restart record of a failed job from the restart table and terminates processing for
the object. Before the utility deletes the record, it validates several parameters to verify that they are
the same. In particular, the utility verifies that the partitions that are selected for this execution are
the same as the prior execution.
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If the existing restart record passes validation, it is deleted and each object is reset to its initial
status. If a restart row is found, the utility sets a return code of 4. If a restart record is not found, the
utility sets a return code of 8.

WARNING
When you specify RESTART(TERM), you lose the ability to restart the job.

After the completion of RESTART(TERM), the objects may be accessible but they may not be
ready to use. You may have to perform recovery procedures to restore the objects back to a usable
state. TERM only deletes the restart record and restarts the tablespace. TERM does not restore the
objects to their original state.

planname
(Optional) Specifies the plan name for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities. This parameter
overrides the default plan name that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.
If you omit the plan name, insert a comma as a place holder as shown in the following example:
// PARM=('EP=UTLGLCTL/Db2_subsystemid,RESTART(PHASE),’, 

// 'utilid')

utilid
(Optional) Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the
PARM statement does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM='
parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the user ID of the job submitter and the job name:
userid.jobname

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC
statement when you restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can
restart the job without specifying the utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs.

Each utility call (that is, each job step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD
statement. Optional DD statements can also be specified to allocate more data sets.

1. Specify the following required DD statements:
//STEPLIB DD DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=xxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=DSN.xxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM DD DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG DD SYSOUT=*

//*

See the following DD statement descriptions:
STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities.

NOTE
If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation in
hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.
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PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

PTIMSG
Specifies the data set that contains status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements.
//$ORTPARM DD *

//  VSCORE=420K,VSCORET=nK

//*

//ddname        DD  DSN=hlq.ddname, 

//              DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//              UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//*

//PTIIMSG DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//STxxWKnn  DD UNIT=unit_name,SPACE=space_value

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

$ORTPARM
Controls below-the-line storage when Syncsort is used.

VSCORE Specifies the maximum amount of below-the-line virtual storage in KB that Syncsort uses. Set
VSCORE to the same value as the SORT-APPLSIZE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). The
default SORT-APPLSIZE value is 420 KB.

VSCORET Specifies the total amount of virtual storage memory (above- and below-the-line) that Syncsort uses.
This value overrides the SORT-SORTSIZE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) and the SORTSIZE
value in the utility job.

ddname
Specifies the ddname that was specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). This
ddname allocates a data set to contain critical messages containing errors, objects status messages, and general
processing messages. Separating the critical messages from other messages can make it easier to review your
job output.

PTIIMSG
Allocates a data set to contain IFI and IDCAMS messages. We recommend including the PTIIMSG DD statement.
Separating these messages from other messages can make it easier to review your job output. When you use
PTIIMSG, specify ALLMSGS in your SYSIN syntax.

STxxWKnn
Allocates the sort work data set. In this DD statement, xx is the sort task number and nn is the task number:
If you omit this DD statement, the sort work data sets are allocated dynamically.

SYSUDUMP
Allocates a data set to contain the dump that is created when the utility sets a return code greater than 4. Also
include the ABEND-TASK keyword in your SYSIN syntax for the dump to be written to this SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT
data set.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
//SYSIN    DD  *

  FASTBLD
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SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, FASTBLD) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the Fast Index syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

1. Specify the FASTBLD control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line.
– Enter two hyphens (--) in other locations to comment the rest of the line.

NOTE
These commenting tips apply only to Fast Index. Different utilities provide different comment support.

The following example shows two comments:
//SYSIN    DD *                                              

      FASTBLD  -- COMMENT HERE                                     

        ALLMSGS                                                 

        MAXTASKS          2                                    

        SORTSIZE          4M                                    

*    COMMENT HERE

        SPACE-DEFN        NO                                    

        ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000                                

        SORTNUM           3                                     

        STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, you can insert a
COPY statement to invoke the Quick Copy utility and create an image copy of the new index.

NOTE
A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

Order of CREATE and DROP Statements
If your job includes both CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX statements, insert the statements in the following order:

1. DROP statements
2. CREATE statements
3. DROP statements

The first set of DROP statements is processed before any new indexes are created. The second set of DROP statements
is processed only when the new indexes are successfully created.

For example, specifying the statements in the following order causes unpredictable execution results:

DROP INDEX IDXA

CREATE INDEX IDXA ...

DROP INDEX IDXB

CREATE INDEX IDXB ...

DROP INDEX IDXC

CREATE INDEX IDXC ...

To drop and rebuild Indexes IDXA, IDXB, and IDXC, specify the DROP and CREATE statements as follows:

DROP INDEX IDXA
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DROP INDEX IDXB

DROP INDEX IDXC

CREATE INDEX IDXA ...

CREATE INDEX IDXB ...

CREATE INDEX IDXC ...

Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement.

You can manually check your JCL for the required utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control
statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step by step and flags the
in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

To verify your SYSIN control statements using UTCHECK REXX, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:
BRCMDB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the
listing, remove all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL provided in the installation CDBAJCL library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK input data
set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:
exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:
USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               
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USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.

Recommended Post Job Tasks to Include in JCL
When you create indexes, you can include job steps to rebind the affected plans within the same job.

This tactic ensures that your programs always use the optimum access paths.

You can include DROP INDEX statements to drop obsolete indexes at any point in the job. We recommend deleting them
at the end of the job step, to ensure that the job ran successfully before they are deleted. Alternately, you can drop the
indexes after the job completes.

Restarting Jobs
Restart processing is a useful feature that can save you time.

If a job fails, you can restart it at various points, depending on your selected settings. For example, you can restart a failed
job at the beginning of the next incomplete phase or at a specific utility statement.

This section provides information about the following items:

• An overview of automatic restart processing
• A description of the restart table that is used
• How to restart a job

Automatic Restart Processing
Automatic restart processing restarts a job step from the utility statement that failed.

The automatic restart function is enabled by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). You can then
restart a failed job by specifying a RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of your job.

Consider the following items when using the AUTO-RESTART parameter:

• You can specify AUTO-RESTART only in the UTIL parmlib member. You cannot specify it in user-defined parmlib
members or in the SYSIN syntax.

• When you enable AUTO-RESTART, the job names and utility IDs must be different for different syntax.

When the automatic restart function is active, a restart statement record is written to the restart table at the beginning
of each step. The record identifies the current statement number and utility type of the next or current utility to execute.
If a utility statement fails, this record lets the step skip the completed statements and restart automatically at the failed
statement.

NOTE
If the first utility statement fails, the restart statement record is not saved in the restart table. Restart the job step
at the beginning.

Example: Auto-Restart Processing

In the following sample SYSIN, assume that COPY statement #002 fails with an SQLCODE -911 when attempting to
register the copy. When the failure occurs, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. The restart statement remains in
the restart table with the restart UTIL and detail records for TESTDB.SAMPLET2:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET1                               Statement #001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPAA)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET2                               Statement #002
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QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPBB)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET3                               Statement #003

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPCC)

COPY is shown in the previous example, but this processing also applies to other utilities such as CHECK, LOAD, and
REORG.

You can restart the job step automatically from the statement #002 by specifying a RESTART parameter on the EXEC
statement. The job output shows the following processing:

• Statement #001 undergoes syntax checking to get positioned to the statement #002.
• Statements #002 and #003 execute based on the RESTART parameter specified:

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(PHASE), statement #002 executes with RESTART(PHASE) and statement
#003 executes without a restart parameter value.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(BYPASS), statement #002 executes with RESTART(BYPASS). Statement
#003 and subsequent statements are passed the BYPASS option.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(TERM), statement #002 executes according to the restart table processing and
the restart rows are deleted. Statement #003 does not execute.

Restart Table
When a utility job is executed, the utility ID, utility type, and utility-specific restart data are written to the restart table.

This restart table contains a row for each object or object partition, resulting in multiple restart rows for a given utility
execution.

The restart table uniquely identifies each utility by using the utility ID plus a checksum value. The checksum value is
calculated internally, based on the object names and partition numbers in the utility syntax. If you terminate the utility using
the Db2 Command Processor, be aware of the correct checksum value and utility ID. You do not provide the checksum
value on a restarted job. An informational message at the beginning of the job output reports the value of checksum and
shows all messages that display the utility ID.

Restart a Job
Follow these steps to restart a failed job:

1. Verify that AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
2. Specify the RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of the failed step.
3. Specify STARTUP-ACCESS to control the startup mode of the tablespace. If you omit this keyword, the tablespace

starts in its original mode.
WARNING
Do not modify any other utility syntax.

4. Resubmit the job.

Sort Processing
Sorts are performed by using the sort program that is specified in the SORT-PROGRAM parameter of
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

For more information about your sort program, see the documentation for your sort program.

This section provides the following information:
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• Instructions on controlling below-the-line storage (Syncsort users only)
• A description of the sort work data sets
• Instructions on allocating sort work data sets dynamically or manually
• A method for calculating the required space for sort work data sets
• Recommendations for improving sort performance

Control Below-the-Line Storage (Syncsort Users)
If your site uses Syncsort, use Syncsort parameters to control the use of below-the-line storage and the sort storage size.

Otherwise, you can run out of virtual storage during sort processing.

To control below-the-line storage when using Syncsort, add the Specify the DD Statements to your jobs. These
parameters override the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Consider the following items:

• For more information about Syncsort, see the Syncsort documentation.
• Syncsort does not support multivolume sort work data sets.
• If you include the $ORTPARM DD statement in your JCL, the DYNALLOC$ORTPARM keyword is ignored.
• If you omit the $ORTPARM DD statement and you specify DYNALLOC$ORTPARM YES in your JCL, the utility

dynamically allocates a DD. The DD uses the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values from the UTIL parmlib
member.

• If you omit the $ORTPARM DD statement and you specify DYNALLOC$ORTPARM NO in your JCL, the utility does not
allocate a DD. Instead, the default Syncsort values are used.

• The default Syncsort DDname is $ORTPARM. If a different DDname was specified during Syncsort installation, use
the DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword in your JCL to specify the correct DDname.

Sort Work Data Sets
Sort work data sets are the only external data sets used by this utility.

The naming convention for sort work data sets is STxxWKnn, where xx is the sort task number and nn is the task number.

Note the following sort work data set guidelines:

• The number of sort tasks (xx) and the number of data sets per sort (nn) determine the number of sort work data sets.
• The MAXSORTS keyword determines the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks.

The value of the SORTNUM keyword determines the number of data sets per sort. The data sets must be large
enough to hold the index keys.

The following illustration shows read tasks and sort tasks for a tablespace with three partitions:
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In the previous illustration, MAXTASKS=2 and MAXSORTS=2. (MAXTASKS specifies the number of partitions to be
multi-tasked when key information is being removed from the table.) Two non-clustering indexes are being built. Because
MAXTASKS=2, the tablespace partitions are processed in two concurrent read tasks. Keys from all partitions are fed into
sorts for both indexes. Because MAXSORTS=2, the sorts are performed concurrently.

You can dynamically allocate the sort work data sets that you need, or manually define them in the job.

Calculate Space Requirements

The size of the STxxWKnn data set varies depending on the index key.

To calculate the space requirements for your sort work data sets, use (13 + bytes-per-key) for the row length. For further
recommendations, see the documentation for your sort program.

Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Dynamically
Dynamic allocation of sort work data sets provides the following advantages:

• The correct amount of sort work space is automatically allocated.
• The sort work data sets are automatically defined.

To dynamically allocate sort work data sets, perform the following tasks:

• Use a sort program that can dynamically allocate sort work data sets for sorts that are performed in a multitasking
environment.

• Ensure that the data sets are not specified in the JCL.
• Use ESTIMATED-ROWS, SORTDEVT, or SORTNUM.

The sort work data sets are dynamically allocated according to the number of indexes and the value of
the MAXSORTS parameter. (MAXSORTS determines the number of sort tasks, and SORTNUM determines the number of
data sets used per task.)
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Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Manually
If possible, allocate sort work data sets dynamically.

If you cannot allocate work data sets dynamically, manually specify the sort work data sets in your job.

To manually allocate sort work data sets, specify the DD statements for the data sets as follows:

//STxxWKnn  DD UNIT=unit_name,SPACE=space_value

NOTE
If you specify SORTWKnn and ST01WKnn data sets in your JCL, the first sort task uses SORTWKnn data sets
instead of the ST01WKnn data sets. If you specify only ST01WKnn data sets, SORTWKnn data sets are not
used.

Improve Sort Performance
Sort processing has a large impact on overall performance.

The following actions can improve sort performance:

• Give the sort process as much memory as possible.
• Specify ESTIMATED-ROWS to pass FILESZ to sort. Sort uses the FILESZ parameter to find out how many records to

sort, and in turn, allocate the proper amount of storage. Syncsort uses this value to optimize its internal technique.
• If you are using DFSORT, specify the following settings in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL):

– Set SORT-SORTSIZE to MAX.
– Set SORT-APPLSIZE to at least 256 KB.

• If you are using Syncsort, use the following settings:
– Set the VSCORET value as large as possible. If Syncsort is used, the $ORTPARM data set is dynamically

allocated.
– Set the VSCORE to the same value as SORT-APPLSIZE.

• Allocate the sort work data sets dynamically using the SORTNUM parameter. If the catalog statistics for the object
being used are accurate, the number of rows is retrieved from the catalog. Otherwise, use the ESTIMATED-ROWS
parameter, and set it to the number of rows in the table or tablespace being acted upon.

• Allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL to verify that they are on separate volumes. We recommend large primary
extents; sort performs best with a few large sort work data sets rather than with many smaller data sets.

Rebuild a Clone Index
If you index a table that has a populated clone table, a clone index is created for the clone table.

The clone index is placed in PSRBD (page set rebuild pending) status. You can remove the pending status by rebuilding
the clone index, which populates it with the correct key values.

NOTE
You do not receive a message about the PSRBD status. However, this status appears in the PTIIMSG data set
and when you issue a -DISPLAY command.

To rebuild a clone index, perform one of the following actions:

• Run a Fast Recover job with a REBUILD INDEX statement that specifies CLONE and the name of the clone index. For
more information on the syntax, see the Fast Recover documentation.

• Run a Rapid Reorg job to reorganize the clone index or its parent tablespace. Specify CLONE to select the clone
object and REBUILD-INDEX YES to rebuild the index. For more information on the syntax, see the Fast Recover
documentation.
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The clone index is rebuilt with the correct keys. The PSRBD status is removed.

Create Temporary Indexes for Periodic Reports
If you run periodic reports that would perform more efficiently with an index, build an index.

Afterwards, you can rebind the necessary plans or packages and can run the batch reports. If you have limited DASD
space or must reduce index maintenance, you can remove the index from the table. To access the reports again, build a
new index.

If a long-running query could benefit from an index, but the query is run infrequently, create a temporary index and then
delete it when you are finished.

NOTE
You can build more than one index and can collect statistics at the same time before running your reports.
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Reference
Describes the product syntax and includes sample jobs.

Product Syntax

Use the following command conventions when specifying your job syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

FASTBLD Control Statement
The FASTBLD control statement builds Db2 indexes with reduced I/O.

IMPORTANT
Specify keywords with uppercase characters. The use of lowercase characters can cause unpredictable results.

NOTE
You cannot create indexes on empty tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTBLD {[DROP INDEX statement] CREATE INDEX statement}

 [Dynamic Sort Options]

 [Global Options]

 [Parmlib Override Options]

The FASTBLD control statement options are grouped as follows:

• DROP INDEX Statement
• CREATE INDEX Statement
• Dynamic Sort Options
• Global Options
• Parmlib Override Options

DROP INDEX Statement

You can use the DROP INDEX statement to drop an index.

This statement has the following syntax:

[DROP INDEX statement1;][DROP INDEX statement2;][...DROP INDEX statementn;]

CREATE INDEX Statement

You can use the CREATE INDEX statement to create an index.

This statement has the following syntax:

CREATE INDEX statement1;[CREATE INDEX statement2;][...CREATE INDEX statementn;]
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Dynamic Sort Options

You can include the following dynamic sort options in the FASTBLD control statement:

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTNUM int]

Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTBLD control statement:

[MAXSORTS int]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)]

[STARTUP-ACCESS {STOP|RW|RO|FORCE|RESET}]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following options to override the default values specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). Include these
keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[ABEND-TASK [NO|YES]]

[ALLMSGS [NO|YES]]

[COLLECT-PDASTATS [NO|YES|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]]

[DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]]

[DMS/OS]

[DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [YES|NO]]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]]

[MAXTASKS int]

[NONLEAF-PCTFREE {int|LEAF}]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTSIZE {4M|nM|nK|MAX}]

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO|{calc-expression}]]

[STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED|COLCARD-ALL}]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|NO|col1,col2,...coln}]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

Keyword Descriptions
You can invoke Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities by including their control statements in your SYSIN data
set.

These control statements contain the keywords that specify the options to use when the utility job is processed.

NOTE
You can change the defaults for many keywords within hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) or within the product parmlib
member. You can also override many parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword at the SYSIN
DD level.
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ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword specifies whether to produce a dump and force a user abend when the utility sets a return
code greater than 4.

The dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set (as long as you also include a SYSUDUMP DD statement in
the JCL).

This keyword has the following format:

ABEND-TASK [NO|YES]

NO
Does not produce a dump and force a user abend when the utility sets a return code greater than 4. This setting is
the default.

YES
Produces a dump and forces a user abend when the utility sets a return code greater than 4 but less than 22.

Example: Force a User Abend

In the following example, a user abend occurs when the utility sets a return code greater than 4:

FASTBLD

ABEND-TASK        YES

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

ALLMSGS—Issue Additional Load Information
The ALLMSGS keyword specifies whether to include additional information about the index build process.

NOTE
Due to the volume of IFI and IDCAMS output, we recommend allocating PTIIMSG when you specify ALLMSGS.
All additional messages are written to the PTIIMSG data set.

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS [NO|YES]

NO
Does not issue additional load information. This setting is the default.

YES
Issues additional load information.

Example: Issue Additional Load Information

In the following example, additional information about the index build process is issued:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS           YES

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO
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ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

COLLECT-PDASTATS—Collect PDA Statistics
The COLLECT-PDASTATS keyword specifies whether to collect and store statistics in the Database Analyzer statistical
tables as part of the index creation.

This keyword lets you collect the statistics without requiring a Database Analyzer extract procedure.

NOTE
To use COLLECT-PDASTATS, Database Analyzer modules must be installed and the statistical tables must
reside on your Db2 subsystem. To view and report on the collected statistics, the entire Database Analyzer
product must be installed. For more information about this product and statistics collection, see the Database
Analyzer documentation.

The STATS-OPTIONS keyword determines which COLCARD rows are updated.

Note the following differences in the collection of statistics:

• When Fast Index collects the statistics, the Updated/Modified Pages statistic includes space map and header pages.
Database Analyzer does not include these pages.

• Fast Index collects column statistics for index columns only. Database Analyzer collects statistics for index columns
and table columns.

This keyword has the following format:

COLLECT-PDASTATS [NO|YES|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]

NO
Does not collect statistics. This setting is the default.

YES
Collects statistics and stores them in the statistical tables.

STATS-LOCID subsystem_id
Specifies the subsystem where the statistics are stored. If you omit the subsystem ID, the current SSID is used.

NOTE
When you specify STATS-LOCID, YES is implied. You can omit YES from your syntax.

CREATE INDEX—Create an Index
The CREATE INDEX statement creates an index. Include one statement in your job for each index that you are creating.

These statements can appear anywhere in the FASTBLD syntax.

The UNIQUE WHERE NOT NULL syntax is supported for Type 2 indexes. You can permit null values as part of unique
index keys because the null values are not considered equal. If two keys have null values for the same key column, the
values are considered unique. If other key columns have identical values for those keys, the values are still considered
unique.

When you create an index on added columns for rows that have not been updated, your user-defined defaults for Type 2
indexes are used.

Consider the following items when creating indexes:
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• You cannot intersperse CREATE INDEX statements with DROP INDEX statements.
• If you create a unique index but duplicate keys exist, the job fails on the duplicate key.
• You can create several indexes in one control statement. However, the parent tables must be in the same tablespace.
• A blank space is required after the name of the table before the open parenthesis for the column name list.
• Each CREATE statement must end with a semicolon (;).
• If the authority to create the index is obtained from the secondary authorization ID, explicitly qualify all table and index

names.
• If you index a table that has a populated clone table, a clone index is created for the clone table. The clone index is

placed in PSRBD (page set rebuild pending) status. You can remove this status by rebuilding the clone index.

This statement has the following format:

CREATE INDEX statement1;[CREATE INDEX statement2;][…CREATE INDEX statementn;]

CREATE INDEX statement
Creates an index. For more information about valid CREATE INDEX statements, refer to the IBM SQL Reference.

Example: Create Two Indexes

The following example creates two indexes for table PFBTEST1. The first CREATE INDEX statement creates index
PFBIX1A. The second CREATE INDEX statement creates index PFBIX2A.

FASTBLD

CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX1A             

ON user1.PFBTEST1               

(CHAR    ASC)        

USING STOGROUP user2sg      

PRIQTY 2400   

SECQTY  800     

ERASE NO        

FREEPAGE 8                     

PCTFREE  3                     

CLUSTER                           

SUBPAGES 4                        

BUFFERPOOL BP0                    

CLOSE YES                         

;                                        

CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX2A              

ON user1.PFBTEST1                

(VARCHAR        ASC)                                 

USING STOGROUP user2sg       

PRIQTY 2400    

SECQTY  800    

ERASE NO       

;

DDNAME$ORTPARM—Define the Syncsort DDname
The DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword identifies the ddname that Syncsort uses when performing sorts.

A Syncsort ddname is specified when Syncsort is installed. The default is $ORTPARM. If the installer specifies a different
ddname, add the DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword to your JCL to identify the ddname.

This keyword has the following format:
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DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]

$ORTPARM
Uses $ORTPARM as the ddname for Syncsort. This setting is the default.

ddname
Identifies the ddname that was specified during Syncsort installation.
Limits: Eight characters or less

Example: Define ABCDEFGH as the DDname for Syncsort

The following example defines ABCDEFGH as the ddname for sorts performed by Syncsort:

DDNAME$ORTPARM abcdefgh

DMS/OS—Verify that Volumes are Online
The DMS/OS keyword verifies whether the volume names are online.

Include this keyword when your installation uses a DASD management package that controls the placement of data sets
on volumes.

This keyword has the following format:

DMS/OS

DROP INDEX—Drop an Index
The DROP INDEX statement drops an index. You can optionally include SQL DROP statements in the job to drop an
index before creating it.

We recommend that you drop an index before creating it, so that you do not try to create an index that already exists.

When dropping an index, note the following items:

• You cannot intersperse CREATE INDEX statements with DROP INDEX statements.
• If the index cannot be found, an error does not occur.
• End each DROP statement with a semicolon (;).
• If the authority to drop the index is obtained from the secondary authorization ID, explicitly qualify all tables and

indexes.

This statement has the following format:

[DROP INDEX statement1;][DROP INDEX statement2;][…DROP INDEX statementn;]

DROP INDEX statement
Drops the index. For more information about valid DROP INDEX statements, see the IBM SQL Reference.

Example: Drop an Index Before Creating It

The following example drops the JHINDX1 index and then creates it:

FASTBLD  

DROP INDEX  user2.JHINDX1 ;                                           

CREATE TYPE 2 INDEX user2.JHINDX1                                   

ON user2.JHTBP1

;
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DYNALLOC$ORTPARM—Dynamically Allocate $ORTPARM DD
The DYNALLOC$ORTPARM keyword specifies whether to dynamically allocate the ddname defined by the DDNAME
$ORTPARM keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [YES|NO]

YES
Allocates the ddname dynamically. This setting is the default.

NO
Does not dynamically allocate the ddname.

EDITPROC—Specify Edit Procedures Execution State
The EDITPROC keyword specifies the state in which your edit procedures are executed.

This keyword has the following format:

EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]

PROBLEM
Executes edit procedures in the PROBLEM state. This setting is the default.

SUPERVISOR
Executes edit procedures in the SUPERVISOR state. Do not specify EDITPROC SUPERVISOR unless required
by the vendor of the edit procedures. The overhead of changing to SUPERVISOR state for every call to the edit
procedure is substantial and degrades performance.

Example: Execute Edit Procedures in the PROBLEM State

In the following example, the edit procedures are executed in the PROBLEM state:

FASTBLD

EDITPROC        PROBLEM

MAXTASKS        2

SORTSIZE        4M

SPACE-DEFN      NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS  500000

SORTNUM         3

STARTUP-ACCESS  RW

ESTIMATED-ROWS—Estimate the Number of Rows in the Table
The ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword estimates the number of rows in the table.

This number helps the sort program calculate how much space to allocate for the dynamically allocated sort work data
sets.

NOTE
If you include ESTIMATED-ROWS or SORTNUM, sort work data sets are allocated dynamically.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-ROWS int
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int
Estimates the number of rows in the table. The default is to omit ESTIMATED-ROWS. (If you omit ESTIMATED-
ROWS and sort work data sets are being allocated dynamically, the Db2 catalog is used to estimate the number
of rows.)
Limits: 999,999,999

Example: Estimate 500,000 Rows in a Table

The following example specifies that the table has 500,000 rows:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS           2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

IDCAMS-CATALOG—Use IDCAMS for Non-SMS-Managed VSAM Data Sets
The IDCAMS-CATALOG keyword specifies whether to use the IDCAMS catalog parameter when defining non-SMS-
managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]

YES
Uses the IDCAMS catalog parameter when the VSAM data set is not SMS-controlled. The data set high-level
qualifier is used as the catalog entry. This setting is the default.

NO
Does not use the IDCAMS catalog parameter. Specify NO when you use the Multilevel Catalog Alias facility.

Example: Use the IDCAMS Catalog Parameter for Non-SMS-Controlled VSAM Data Sets

The following example uses the IDCAMS catalog parameter when the VSAM data set is not SMS-controlled:

FASTBLD

IDCAMS-CATALOG    YES

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

MAXSORTS—Specify the Number of Concurrent Sort Tasks
The MAXSORTS keyword specifies the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks of indexes.

For example, if you specify MAXSORTS 3, you must define at least three sort work data sets in your job (ST01WK01,
ST02WK01, and ST03WK01). These data sets are used for the concurrent sort of three of the indexes.

If you also want two sort work data sets for each sort task, you must define the following sort work data sets: ST01WK02,
ST02WK02, and ST03WK02
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NOTE
If you are not dynamically allocating sort work data sets, you must know the total number of concurrent sorts to
correctly specify sort work DD statements in your job.

This keyword has the following format:

MAXSORTS int

int
Defines the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks of indexes.
Default: 1

Example: Enable Two Concurrent Sort Tasks of Indexes

The following example enables two concurrent sort tasks of indexes:

FASTBLD

MAXSORTS         2                      

SORTSIZE         4M                     

ESTIMATED-ROWS   500000

MAXTASKS—Specify the Number of Partitions to Multitask
The MAXTASKS keyword specifies the number of partitions to multitask when removing key information from the table.

This keyword has the following format:

MAXTASKS int

int
Specifies the number of partitions to multitask when removing key information from the table. Enter a number less
than or equal to the number of partitions in the tablespace.
Default: 1

Example: Multi-Task Two Partitions

In the following example, two partitions are multitasked:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

MSG-DUMP—Create an SVC Dump
The MSG-DUMP keyword creates an SVC dump immediately after encountering a user-specified message ID.

You must use the internal message ID, not the produced message ID. Message values are internal to the products.
Contact Broadcom Support to obtain the proper values.

WARNING
Do not use this keyword without direction from Broadcom Support.

This keyword has the following format:
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MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)

message-ID
Defines the internal message ID that corresponds to the external message.

Examples: MSG-DUMP

The following example creates an SVC dump when message PT0018I is written:

MSG-DUMP (PT0018I)

The following example creates an SVC dump when message FL4002I or FL0032I is written:

MSG-DUMP (FL4002I,FL0032I)

The following example creates an SVC dump for any abend that occurs in Partition Independence (PI):

MSG-DUMP (*PI)

NONLEAF-PCTFREE—Control the Free Space on Non-Leaf Pages
The NONLEAF-PCTFREE keyword controls the percentage of space to leave free on non-leaf pages.

This keyword has the following syntax:

NONLEAF-PCTFREE {int|LEAF}

int
Defines the percentage of free space to leave on non-leaf pages.
Limits: 0–99

LEAF
Specifies that the PCTFREE value that is used for leaf pages is also used for non-leaf pages.

Example: Leave Two Percent of Free Space on Non-Leaf Pages

The following example leaves two percent of free space on non-leaf pages:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

NONLEAF-PCTFREE   2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

SMS-DATACLASS—Use the SMS DATACLAS Parameter
The SMS-DATACLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) DATACLAS
parameter when the VSAM data sets are SMS-managed.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}

NO
Does not use the SMS DATACLAS parameter. This setting is the default.
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YES
Uses the SMS DATACLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-GENERIC—Use Generic Volume List
SMS-GENERIC specifies whether to change the volume list to generic volume names ('*') for SMS-managed VCAT-
defined and Db2 STOGROUP-defined data sets.

Use this keyword to let Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) control data set placement.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}

NO
Does not change the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). This setting
is the default.

YES
Changes the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). When defining a data
set, the volume list changes to all asterisks ('*') to allow SMS to control data set placement.

SMS-MGMTCLASS—Use the SMS MGMTCLAS Parameter
The SMS-MGMTCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) MGMTCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}

NO
Does not use the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

YES
Uses the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-STORCLASS—Use the SMS STORCLAS Parameter
The SMS-STORCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) STORCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}

NO
Does not use the SMS STORCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

YES
Uses the SMS STORCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SORTDEVT—Define a Device Type for Temporary Data Sets
The SORTDEVT keyword names the device type where temporary data sets are dynamically allocated by your sort
program.

The specified device can be any device type acceptable to the DYNALLOC parameter of the SORT or OPTION parameter
value for the IBM DFSORT function.
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This keyword has the following format:

SORTDEVT device-type

device-type
Defines a valid device type.

Example: Dynamically Allocate Temporary Data Sets to DASD

The following example dynamically allocates temporary data sets to DASD:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTDEVT          SYSDA

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

SORTFLAG—Display Message Levels
The SORTFLAG keyword controls the level of sort messages that are displayed by the sort program in the execution log
or on the operator console.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]

ALL
Displays all sort program messages. This setting is the default.

CRITICAL
Displays critical sort program messages.

NONE
Does not display any sort program messages.

Example: Display All Messages

The following example displays all messages:

FASTBLD

MAXSORTS          2

STOP-LIMIT        10

SORTSIZE          4M

SORTFLAG          ALL

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM—Define Number of Temporary Data Sets
The SORTNUM keyword defines the number of temporary data sets to allocate dynamically.

The data sets are allocated by the sort application program for each sort task.
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NOTE

• Including ESTIMATED-ROWS or SORTNUM automatically invokes dynamic sort work data set allocation.
• If you specified SORT-SORTNUM 0 in hlq.CDBAPARM (UTIL) and you omit the SORTNUM and

ESTIMATED-ROWS keywords from the job, sort work data sets are not dynamically allocated.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTNUM int

int
Defines the number of temporary data sets to allocate dynamically.
Limits:

• Syncsort—32
• DFSORT or other—32

Example: Dynamically Allocate Three Temporary Data Sets

The following example dynamically allocates three temporary data sets for each sort task:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

SORTSIZE—Specify Sort Size for Storage Tasks
The SORTSIZE keyword specifies sort storage size. The specified value is converted to KB.

During sort processing, below-the-line memory is allocated first. Any amount not available there is allocated from above
the line.

NOTE
If you are using Syncsort, SORTSIZE is used for the dynamic allocation of the $ORTPARM data set. Use the
VSCORET parameter in the $ORTPARM DD statement to specify the sort storage size.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE {nM|nK|MAX}

nM
Reserves n * M (M = 1,024,000) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to a six-digit decimal number. The size
is rounded to the highest 4 MB.
Default: 4 MB

nK
Reserves n * K (K = 1024) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to a six-digit decimal number. The size is
rounded to the highest 4 KB.

MAX
Sets the sort storage size to the maximum for the sort program installation.
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Example: Reserve 4 MB of Main Storage

The following example reserves 4 * 1,024,000 bytes of main storage:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS           2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

SPACE-DEFN—Specify Dynamic Allocation of VSAM Data Sets
The SPACE-DEFN keyword specifies whether to automatically allocate VSAM data sets.

You can also enter an equation to calculate space requirements for indexes being created.

This keyword has the following format:

SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO|{calc-expression}]

YES
Allocates VSAM data sets automatically. This setting is the default.

NO
Does not allocate VSAM data sets automatically.

calc-expression
Defines an equation to calculate space requirements for the indexes being created. Space calculations are based
on the current Db2 catalog values for space requirements and are always made in pages.
You can specify space calculations for each partition. To do so, separate each space calculation with a comma.
Default values are used for any undefined values. The utility performs math from left to right, and performs
operations within parentheses first. See the following example:
(10+5*10) = 150

(10+(5*10)) = 60

Rules for Space Calculation Equations

The following rules apply when specifying equations for the space calculation:

• The following operators are valid:
(   Left delimiter

+   Add

-   Subtract

*   Multiply

/   Divide

)   Right delimiter

• All equations must begin with a left delimiter and end with a right delimiter. That is, all equations must be enclosed in
parentheses.

• All equations must have a matching number of left and right delimiters. The following example is valid:
(10+10*(5*4))

The following example is invalid:
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(10+10*(5*4)

• All numbers must be integers from 0 to 999999. Leading zeros are permitted.
• No blanks are permitted. The following example is valid:

(10+10)

The following example is invalid:
(10 + 10)

• In division, all remainders are dropped.

The primary quantity (PQTY) and secondary quantity (SQTY) are calculated in pages, not tracks. Symbolics can be for the
space calculation. The values are resolved at the time of execution.

Examples: SPACE-DEFN

The following example increases the primary allocation quantity by 10 percent using symbolics:

SPACE-DEFN PQTY=(%PQTY*110/100)

The following example uses symbolics to reassign the volume that the tablespace is on:

SPACE-DEFN VOLUMES=(VGS001)

The following example does not automatically allocate VSAM data sets:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    5000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

The following example automatically allocates VSAM data sets:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        YES

ESTIMATED-ROWS    5000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

In the following example, a formula calculates space requirements for the indexes being created:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN  PQTY=(%PQTY+(%PQTY/10))

ESTIMATED-ROWS    5000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW
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STARTUP-ACCESS—Specify a Startup Mode for the Tablespace
The STARTUP-ACCESS keyword specifies the startup mode for the tablespace.

If you do not specify STARTUP-ACCESS, the tablespace starts in its original mode (equivalent to specifying STARTUP-
ACCES RESET).

This keyword has the following format:

STARTUP-ACCESS {STOP|RW|RO|FORCE|RESET}

STOP
Places the tablespace in STOP mode.

RW
Allows programs to read from, or write to, the named tablespace.

RO
Allows programs to read from, but not write to, the named tablespace.

FORCE
Resets any indications that a tablespace or index is unavailable because of pending deferred restarts, write error
ranges, read-only accesses, or utility controls. Specifying FORCE also resets the check pending, copy pending,
and recovery pending status and forces full access to the data.

NOTE
A successful job with STARTUP-ACCESS FORCE has a return code of 0.

RESET
Sets the tablespace back to its original status to start. This setting is the default.

Example: Allow Programs to Read From and Write to the Tablespace

In the following example, programs can read from or can write to the named tablespace:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

SORTSIZE          4M

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

STATS-OPTIONS—Update the COLCARD Column
STATS-OPTIONS specifies whether to update the COLCARD column of SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS for all columns or for
only those columns that are used in an index.

NOTE
If the job does not include the UPDATE-CATSTATS or COLLECT-PDASTATS keyword, COLCARD is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED|COLCARD-ALL}

COLCARD-INDEXED
Updates COLCARD for only those columns that are used in indexes. This setting is the default.
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COLCARD-ALL
Updates COLCARD for all columns, regardless of whether they are used in indexes.

Example: Update COLCARD for Columns Used in Indexes

The following example updates COLCARD for only those columns that are used in indexes:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

STATS-OPTIONS     COLCARD-INDEXED

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

STOP-LIMIT—Check if Object has been Stopped
The STOP-LIMIT keyword specifies how many minutes the utility waits for the tablespace or indexspace to be stopped
before terminating processing.

This keyword has the following format:

STOP-LIMIT int

int
Specifies the number of minutes before processing terminates.
Default: 1
Limits: 1–9999

Example: Wait 10 Minutes Before Issuing an Error

In the following example, the utility waits 10 minutes before issuing an error:

FASTBLD

MAXSORTS           2

STOP-LIMIT         10

SORTSIZE           4M

SORTFLAG           ALL

ESTIMATED-ROWS     500000

UPDATE-CATSTATS—Update Db2 System Catalog Statistics
The UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword updates selected columns in the Db2 system catalog.

You can select any of the columns in any order.

Consider the following items when using UPDATE-CATSTATS:

• PDASTATS or RUNSTATS is required for all statistics to be updated. Since IBM algorithms calculate RUNSTATS
statistics, the statistics that are generated by COLLECT-PDASTATS may not match the statistics that are generated by
IBM RUNSTATS.

• SYSCOLDIST is updated with values from the first key column of an index. Therefore, if multiple indexes have the
same first key column, SYSCOLDIST is updated for only the first index.

• The value of the STATS-OPTIONS keyword determines which rows of the COLCARD column are updated.

This keyword has the following format:
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UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|NO|col1,col2,...coln}

ALL
Updates all columns.

col
Updates selected columns. Separate the column names with a comma. To update selected columns, choose
column names from the following list:

• Columns in SYSCOLUMNS: COLCARDF, HIGH2KEY, LOW2KEY
• Columns in SYSINDEXES: FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO
• Columns in SYSTABLES: CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
• Column in SYSTABLESPACE: NACTIVE

NOTE
Column names from earlier Db2 versions (which are not shown in the previous list) are also supported.

NO
Does not update the column statistics.

Examples: UPDATE-CATSTATS

The following example updates all columns:

FASTBLD

UPDATE-CATSTATS   ALL

SORTSIZE          MAX

SORTFLAG          ALL

ESTIMATED-ROWS    20000000

SORTNUM           3

The following example updates only the specified columns:

FASTBLD

UPDATE-CATSTATS   FIRSTKEYCARD, FULLKEYCARD

SORTSIZE          MAX

SORTFLAG          ALL

ESTIMATED-ROWS    20000000

SORTNUM           3

VSAM-BUFFERS—Define the Number of VSAM Buffers
The VSAM-BUFFERS keyword defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate for VSAM I/O.

You can review execution messages to analyze the VSAM wait activity. Each buffer is 4096 bytes. You must allocate at
least three tracks of space to activate VSAM read-ahead processing (30 for tablespaces that are defined on 3380 devices
and 36 for tablespaces that are defined on 3390 devices). If you allocate less, buffer processing still occurs, but VSAM
does not activate read-ahead processing.

You can allocate VSAM-BUFFERS above the line.

NOTE
If you specify at least one cylinder of VSAM buffers, VSAM performs cylinder reads. However, this can cause
excessive paging within your system.

This keyword has the following format:

VSAM-BUFFERS int
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int
Defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate.
Default: 80

Example: Allocate 100 VSAM Buffers

The following example allocates 100 VSAM buffers:

FASTBLD

ALLMSGS

MAXTASKS          2

VSAM-BUFFERS      100

STOP-LIMIT        1

SORTSIZE          4M

SORTFLAG          ALL

SPACE-DEFN        NO

ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000

SORTNUM           3

SPACE-DEFN        YES

STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

Sample Jobs
This section provides sample JCL to accomplish the following tasks:

• Create an index on a simple tablespace.
• Create a unique index on a partitioned tablespace.
• Drop an index and then recreate it.
• Create multiple indexes on the same table.
• Create indexes on different tables in the same tablespace.
• Collect index statistics during index creation.
• Update Db2 catalog statistics while dropping an index.

Create a Type 2 Index on a Simple Tablespace
You can create a Type 2 index on a simple tablespace and also delete obsolete indexes.

To create a Type 2 index on a simple tablespace and delete an obsolete index, customize and run the following job:

//JOBNAME    JOB (ACCT-INFO),'BROADCOM UTILITIES',   

//             CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=8M,       

//*                                                          

//PFB1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART'             

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT             

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.VxxxVxxx.DSNLOAD                 

//*

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD            

//*                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 
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//*                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*                                                     

     

//SYSIN    DD  *                                        

  FASTBLD                                                

  ALLMSGS                                              

  MAXTASKS         1                                   

  MAXSORTS         1                                   

  COLLECT-PDASTATS               

  UPDATE-CATSTATS  ALL           

  ESTIMATED-ROWS   2000000          

  SORTNUM          3             

  DROP INDEX TSRFLB.QAIXR92;     

                                  

  CREATE TYPE 2                      

  INDEX TSRFLB.QAIXM1B         

  ON    TSRFLB.QATBM1          

  (DATE     ASC)               

  BUFFERPOOL BP0               

  CLOSE YES                    

  USING STOGROUP PTSG          

  PRIQTY 1200                  

  SECQTY 400                  

  ERASE  NO   

  FREEPAGE 0     

  PCTFREE  10    

  ;

Create a Unique Index on a Partitioned Tablespace
You can create a new, unique index on a partitioned tablespace.

To create a unique index on a partitioned tablespace with four partitions, customize and run the following job:

//JOBNAME    JOB (ACCT-INFO),'BROADCOM UTILITIES',

//             CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=8M,  

//*                                                          

//PFB2 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(PHASE)'             

//*                                                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT             

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                 

//*                                                          

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD            

//*                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//PTIIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 
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//*

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=UCB125         

//ST01WK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=SYSC01         

//ST01WK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=QADB01         

//ST01WK04 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=UCB866         

//ST01WK05 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=QADB02         

//ST01WK06 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(55,65)),        

//             STORCLAS=NONSMS,VOL=SER=QADB02         

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*                             

//SYSIN    DD  *                

  FASTBLD                        

  MAXSORTS         1           

  MAXTASKS         4           

  ALLMSGS                      

  STARTUP-ACCESS   RESET       

                               

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX XCR903      

  ON user1.SCR903              

  (KEYCOL1     ASC             

  ,SEGMENT1    ASC             

  ,SEGMENT2    ASC             

  ,ACK         ASC             

  )                            

  USING VCAT Dxxx           

  FREEPAGE 0                

  PCTFREE  0                         

  SUBPAGES 4        

  BUFFERPOOL BP0    

  CLOSE NO          

  ;

Drop Indexes Before Index Creation
You can drop an index before creating it, to verify that the index does not already exist.

The following sample job drops index JHINDX1 before it is created.

NOTE
If you specify DROP INDEX for a nonexistent index, an error does not occur.

To drop an index before creating it, customize and run the following job:

//ABCFB   JOB (13060,220),

//             'FB - #1',                                               

//             CLASS=A,                                                 

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                              

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                                          

//             REGION=0M,                                               
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//             COND=(4,LT),                                             

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                           

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//PFB1     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                           

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(PHASE)'                    

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//PTIIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//ST01MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//ST02MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//*                                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                                              

  FASTBLD                                                  

  ALLMSGS                                                 

  MAXTASKS          2                                    

  SORTSIZE          4M                                    

  SPACE-DEFN        NO                                    

  ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000                                

  SORTNUM           3                                     

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RW                                    

                                                             

  DROP INDEX  user2.JHINDX1 ;                                           

                                                                      

  CREATE TYPE 2 INDEX user2.JHINDX1                                   

  ON user2.JHTBP1 

  ;

Create Multiple Indexes on the Same Table
You can create multiple indexes on the same table.

The following sample job creates two indexes on the table user1.PFBTEST1, using dynamically allocated sort work data
sets.

To create multiple indexes on the same table, customize and run the following job:

//JOBNAME    JOB (ACCT-INFO),'BROADCOM UTILITIES',

//             CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M,      

//*                                                          

//PFB2 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'             

//*                                                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          
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//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT             

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                 

//*                                                          

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD            

//*                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//ST02MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*

//SYSIN    DD  *                           

  FASTBLD                                   

  MAXSORTS         2                      

  SORTSIZE         4M                     

  ESTIMATED-ROWS   500000                   

        

  CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX1A             

  ON user1.PFBTEST1               

  (CHAR    ASC        

  )

  USING STOGROUP user2sg      

  PRIQTY 2400   

  SECQTY  800     

  ERASE NO        

  FREEPAGE 8                     

  PCTFREE  3                     

  CLUSTER                           

  SUBPAGES 4                        

  BUFFERPOOL BP0                    

  CLOSE YES                         

  ;                                        

  CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX2A              

  ON user1.PFBTEST1                

  (VARCHAR        ASC         

  )                                 

  USING STOGROUP user2sg       

  PRIQTY 2400    

  SECQTY  800    

  ERASE NO       

  ;

Create Indexes on Different Tables in the Same Tablespace
You can create indexes on different tables in the same tablespace.

The following sample job creates two indexes on two different tables in the same tablespace using dynamically allocated
sort work data sets.

To create indexes on different tables in the same tablespace, customize and run the following job:
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//JOBNAME    JOB (ACCT-INFO),'BROADCOM UTILITIES',

//             CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M,     

//*                                                          

//PFB2 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'             

//*                                                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT             

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                 

//*                                                          

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBALOAD          

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT        

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD            

//*                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HIGHLVL.CDBAPARM     

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//ST02MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//*

//SYSIN    DD  *                           

  FASTBLD                                   

  MAXSORTS         2                      

  SORTSIZE         4M                     

  ESTIMATED-ROWS   500000                   

        

  CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX1A             

  ON user1.PFBTEST1               

  (CHAR    ASC        

  )

  USING STOGROUP user2sg      

  PRIQTY 2400   

  SECQTY  800     

  ERASE NO        

  FREEPAGE 8                     

  PCTFREE  3                     

  CLUSTER                           

  SUBPAGES 4                        

  BUFFERPOOL BP0                    

  CLOSE YES                         

  ;                                        

  CREATE INDEX user1.PFBIX2A              

  ON user1.PFBTEST2                

  (VARCHAR ASC         

  )                                 

  USING STOGROUP user2sg       

  PRIQTY 2400    

  SECQTY  800    

  ERASE NO       

                  

  FREEPAGE 8

  PCTFREE 3

  CLUSTER
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  SUBPAGES 4

  BUFFERPOOL BP0

  CLOSE Y

  ;

Collect Index Statistics
You can use the COLLECT-PDASTATS option to collect statistics as part of the index creation.

To collect index statistics, customize and run the following job:

//ABCFB   JOB (13060,220),

//             'FB - #1',                                               

//             CLASS=A,                                                 

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                              

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                                          

//             REGION=0M,                                               

//             COND=(4,LT),                                             

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                           

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//PFB1     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                           

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(PHASE)'                    

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//PTIIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//ST01MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//ST02MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//*                                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                                              

  FASTBLD                                                  

  ALLMSGS                                                 

  MAXTASKS          2                                    

  SORTSIZE          4M                                    

  SPACE-DEFN        NO                                    

  ESTIMATED-ROWS    500000                                

  COLLECT-PDASTATS STATS-LOCID Dxxx 

  SORTNUM           3                                     

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RW                                    

                                                             

  DROP INDEX  user2.JHINDX1 ;                                           

                                                                      

  CREATE TYPE 2 INDEX user2.JHINDX1                                   
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  ON user2.JHTBP1 

  ;

Update Db2 Catalog Statistics
You can use the UPDATE-CATSTATS option to update selected Db2 system catalog columns.

To update Db2 catalog statistics, customize and run the following job:

//ABCFB   JOB (13060,220),

//             'FB - #1',                                               

//             CLASS=A,                                                 

//             MSGCLASS=X,                                              

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                                          

//             REGION=0M,                                               

//             COND=(4,LT),                                             

//             NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                           

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//PFB1     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                           

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(PHASE)'                    

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBALOAD                     

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD                           

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUXXXX.CDBAPARM                     

//*                                                                

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//PTIIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//ST01MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//ST02MSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                           

//*                                                                

//SYSIN    DD *                                              

  FASTBLD                                                  

  ALLMSGS

  MAXTASKS          1

  MAXSORTS          1

  COLLECT-PDASTATS

  UPDATE-CATSTATS   FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF

  SORTSIZE          MAX

  ESTIMATED-ROWS   20000000     SORTNUM    3

  DROP INDEX  user2.JHINDX1 ;

  CREATE TYPE 2 INDEX user2.JHINDX1

  ON user2.JHTBP1

  ;
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Messages
Provides information about product messages.

Fast Index generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2
Messages.

Reason, Return, Condition, and Information Codes

The messages can contain the following reason, return, condition, and information codes:

Reason codes
Provide more information about why the error was generated.

Return codes
Describe the processing that occurred (execution completed, terminated, and so on) within the product or
component. The following return codes are issued routinely for the products and components:
0

Indicates processing completed successfully.
4

Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that caused
warning messages to be generated.

8 +
Indicates errors that are occurred during processing. Processing usually terminates and cannot be
completed until the errors are corrected.

Condition codes
Returned at termination and are explained by messages that are written to the message log output file.

Info codes (&info)
Provide diagnostic information that is used by Broadcom Support for analysis.

NOTE
When a Database Management Solutions for Db2 utility invokes an IBM utility and the IBM utility fails, the return
code from IBM can be different from the return code from the Broadcom product. When the return codes differ,
the Broadcom utility issues a return code of 8 to indicate that the job failed. View the job output to find the IBM
return code and resolve the error.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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https://calp.interskill.com/
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-administration-for-db2?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
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https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/rc-query-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/ca-sysview-for-db2
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/broadcom-mainframe-product-roadmap-series
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmyddLDCpW07rWC21nDcSTex
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/blog
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/broadcom-mainframe-software/
https://twitter.com/BroadcomMSD
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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